532 Remote Operation
The following steps describe how to use the 532 with the TXSLR remote control.

1. On the back of the 532 there is a toggle switch marked “L R”. This is the local / remote switch. To use this remotely, move the switch the R position.

2. Make sure the rotary dial on the back of the 532 is in the 0 position. The A/B toggle switch will not affect remote operation.

3. Turn the power on by rotating the volume control knob on the 532. Turn the knob the whole way over to set the maximum volume. The knob works to govern the maximum volume level attainable by remote. Most folks will turn it the whole way up.

4. Grab your remote control. The remote powers itself down after being idle for 3-4 seconds. The first button press does nothing more than turn on the remote. So, press the AUX button one time to illuminate the screen. Note: it’s not mandatory to use the AUX button, but it’s a good button to use as it will not create any adverse reactions if it gets pushed twice.

5. With the screen on, quickly use the up/down sound arrow buttons to change the number on the display to a sound you wish to play and quickly push the Send button.

6. Quickly push and hold the volume up button. At this stage, you won’t hear anything. You now need to push the mute button one time which should result in the sound being heard.